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PETZL HEADLAMPS
PETZL HEADLAMPS

In 1972, when Petzl invented the first headlamp, the idea of attaching a light and its battery case to a headband was quite innovative. A hands free 
light source that can be directed where needed, allows the user to perform almost any activity. Headlamps have now become an important factor in 
safety and efficiency. Thought innovative use of technology (LED’s and current regulators), impactresistant of headlamps that can be used in many 
situations...from the simplest tasks to the most demanding work and rescue applications. All headlamps include batteries.

TACTIKKA PLUS/FLIP FILTER RED (E49P)
TacTikka Plus 4 LED Headlamp with 
Red or White Light, 3 Power Settings 
& Flash,Alternates easily between white 
and red light simply by moving the pivot
ing filter over the reflector. Features: •3 

Power Settings & Flash  •Tilt Focus  •Long battery life up to 110 hours  
•Lightweight and comfortable to wear: ergonomically designed elastic 
headband.  •Water-resistant for all-weather use  •Operates with three 
AAA-LR03 batteries (supplied)  •Weighs 78g  •Includes Batteries. 
 P/N 1105096 ......................

TIKKA LED TILT HEAD LAMP
46P2 LED headlamp with red flip down filter, 
and tilting head. 3 LED array produces long
lasting and even light. Features: •Produces 
diffuse, proximity lighting.  •Red filter for dis
crete light and preservation of user’s night 
vision.  •Flip-down filter makes it easy to switch 
between red and white light.  •Light beam can 

be easily aimed where desired.  •Adjustable and comfortable elastic 
headband.  •Water resistant for all-weather use.  •Black lamp and head
band. P/N 1104990 ......................

TACTIKKA CAMO BAND 
RED FLIP UP E46PC

TacTikka LED Alternates easily between 
white and red light simply by moving the 
pivoting filter over the reflector. Long bat
tery life up to 110 hours. Lightweight and 

comfortable to wear: ergonomically designed elastic headband. Water
resistant for allweather use. Also available in CAMOUFLAGE version: 
elastic headband and lamp head in camouflage color.
 P/N 1104988 ......................

TIKKA LED TILTING HEAD 
LIGHT (E43P2)

Ultralight 3 LED headlamp with elastic head
band.  The Tikka is the most compact and 
lightest headlamp of our range. With a 150 
hour burn time, it is ideal for long term close

up work, as it gives a very white light. The reliability and long life of the 
LED makes it very safe. It has an on/off switch.
 P/N 1105094 ......................

MYO HEADLAMP 3 BLACK 3 
LED 1 HALOGEN E27PN

Features: •4 hour burn time Xenon bulb - 180 
hour burn time for the 3 LEDs  •Lightweight, 
compact, and extremely versatile this one light 
can do it all.  •Switch lock mechanism prevents 

the light from draining your batteries when stored  •Tilting head mecha
nism allows you aim the light where it is needed most  •Spare Xenon 
Halogen bulb included with headlamp. Water resistant  won’t short out 
even if submerged P/N 1105099 ......................

MYO 5 HEADLAMP LED/HALOGEN E28P
Features: •4 hour burn time Xenon bulb 
 up to160 hour burn time for the 5 LEDs 
which also have three brightness settings  
•Lightweight, compact, and extremely versa
tile this one light can do it all.  •Switch lock 
mechanism prevents the light from draining 
your batteries when stored  •Tilting head 
mechanism allows you aim the light where 
it is needed most  •Spare Xenon Halogen 

bulb included with headlamp. Water resistant  won’t short out even if 
submerged
 P/N 1104994 ......................

MYO HEADLAMP XENON HALOGEN E32P
The Myo is Petzl’s simplest headlamp, featur
ing a super bright Xenon halogen bulb. Its 
compact design has a tilt features as well as 
focusable beam. An ideal light for times when 
you need a bright light with your hands free. 
Features: •Maximum range 100 m  •Supplied 

with spare 6 V standard bulb  •Operates with 4 AA alkaline batter
ies (included)  •LEDs available, providing brilliant white light for over 
100,000 hours of continuous burn time  they will never need to be 
replaced. P/N 1104992 ......................

DUO 5 HEADLAMP PETZL LIGHTS  E69
The DUO lamps are ideal for use in wet 
environments, but are not designed for pro
longed submersion (i.e. diving). Features: • 
Waterproof with dual light source: focusable 
halogen bulb and an LED module. • Switching 
on & off, brightness selection, zooming  • The 
DUO lamps allow the light to be optimized 
(distance, duration) according to your needs. 

• Simultaneous use of both bulbs is not possible. • Unlocking/locking the 
bezel P/N 1104996 ......................

ZIPKA PLUS/PUSH BUTTON 
SWITCH E48P

Ultralight 4LED headlamp with 3 lighting lev
els and retractable cord. Retractable cord can 
be used to attach lamp to the head, the wrist, 
wrapped around a pipe, etc. Features; •Very 
lightweight.  •Three lighting levels (maximum, 
optimum, economy) and a blinking mode.  
•Long light duration up to 150 hours.  •Water-
resistant for allweather use.

 P/N 1104989 ......................

PILOT LED HEADLAMP
The Pilot LED Headlamp is designed specifically 
for pilots operating in nighttime conditions, and 
offers reliable, convenient, handsfree illumination. 
The triple 10,000+ hr LED bulbs and 50 to 160+ hr 
battery life (vs. approx. 6 hours for a Mini MagLite) 
promise reliability far in excess of normal flash
lights, and practically eliminate burnedout bulbs 
and dead batteries. The Pilot is a compact, ultra
lightweight, waterproof, handsfree lighting system 
thats comfortable to wear (even with headphones), 
is furnished with a hard clamshell case, and comes 

with a 3yr warranty. P/N 1200719 ......................

BELT BATTERY
PACK MYO 5 E33P

Belt Mounted Battery Pack for MYOSB5. Features: 
•Maximum level: ideal for climbing or moving quickly 
on technical ground  •Economy level: ideal for reading 
maps, setting up a tent.
 P/N 1104991 ......................

TIKKA PLUS HEAD LAMP/TILT/MOD
4 LED headlamp with 3 lighting levels
Lighting level can be adjusted to help con
serve battery life
* 4 LED produce flood beam lighting with a 
long burn time,
* 3 lighting levels (maximum, optimum, 
economic).
* Single compartment contains LED and 
batteries
* 78 g including batteries.
* Beam can be easily aimed where need
ed,
* Comfortable and adjustable elastic head
band.
* Certification  CE 

E47PM Yellow and Black Camo ............... P/N 1106771 .........................
E47PS blue and Black Splatter ................ P/N 1106772 .........................
E47PT Green and Black Splatter ............. P/N 1106773 .........................
E47PBY Black and Grey Stripe ................ P/N 1106774 .........................

P/N 11-06771

P/N 11-06772

P/N 11-06774


